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~BN TAYMIYYA, SALAFISM AND MERCY 

Yahya M. MİCHOT' 

Some analysts wonder whether the Damascene Shaykh al-Islam Ibn 
Taym.iyya (d. 728/1328) was a Salafi or not. M. Kh. HaıTas affirms that he 
was.1 According to M. M. M. 'Awis, he was not.2 Whatever the answer, he has 
been accused at some point of being "the Father of the Islamic Revolution"3 

and, more recently, was namedin The 9/11 Commission Report as the souı·ce 

of the "long tradition of extreme intolerance"4 leading to Usama Bin Ladin. In 

my "Ibn Taymiyya, against Extremisms" and other publications,5 I tried to 

·Prof. Dr., Bartford Serninary, yrnichot@hartsem.edu 

ı. See M. Kh. HARRAs, Bii'ith a1-nahdat al-islarniyya Ibn Taymiyya al-salafi: naqdu

hu li-masalik al-mutakallimin wa 1-falasifa fi 1-ilahiyyat (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al

'Ilrniyya, 1404/1984) 

2. See·M. M. M. 'AWis, Ibn Tayrniyya laysa salafiyyan (Cairo: Dar al-Nahdat al

'Arabiyya, 1970) 

3 .. See E. Sıv AN, Ibn Taymiyya: Father of the Islami c Revolution. Medieval Theology 

.& Modern Politics, irı Encounter, vol. LX/v (1983), p. 41-50 

4. See T. H. KEAN, The 9/1 ı Comrnission Report Final Report of the National 

Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (New York -'London: W. 

W. Norton· & Company, 2004), p. 362 

S. See Y. MICHOT, IBN TAYMlYYA. Against Extremisms. Texts trans1ated, annotated 

and introduced. With a foreword by Bruce B. LAWRENCE (Beirut - Paris: Albouraq, 

1433/2012); Muslims under Non-Muslim Rule. Ibn Taymiyya on fleeirıg from sin, 

kinds of emigration, the status of Mardiri (domain of peace/war, domain composite), 

the conditions for challengirıg power. Texts translated, annotated and presented in 

relation to six modern readings of the Mardin fatwa. Foreword by J. PlSCATOIU (Ox

ford- London: Interface Publications, 2006); IBN TAYMlYYA. Mecreance et pardon. 
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show that things are more complex. A clear perception of Ibn Taymiyya's 
understanding of Salafism is nevertheless of crucial importance, not only in 
relation to the modern world but also for a proper assessment of the history 
of Ottoman puritanism, as illustrated for example by Mehmed Birgivi and 
Ahmad al-Rumi al-Aqhisari, and of the latter's influence on the development 
of radicalism in the Indian subcontinent.6 However, this would be another 
topic and let us thus go back to the M am lO. k sultanate ... 

Ibn Taymiyya was both a theologian and a mufti and, in this second 
capacity, must be expected to have expressed a variety of legal opinions ac
cording to circumstances and audiences. It is therefore always difficult to 
affirm that this or that view was his "doctrine", permanent and final. Meth
odologically, it is also more benefidal to look at a specific fatwa or other type 
of text as it is then possible to affirm, despite imprecisions of chronology and 
context, that this was how he then .tackled a particular topic. The present 
pap~r will start with an analysis of some pages of the first of the two volumes 
of the Kitab al-Istiqama/ Book of Rectitude, which Ibn Taymiyya composed 

in Egypt, possibly while he was in detention or under house arrest, between 
705/1305 and 709/1309, probably in 708/1308-709/1309. The book includes a 
discussion of different parts of the famous E pistte (Risala) on Sufism by Ab u 
1-Qasim al-Qushayri (d. 465/1072), notably six ar.guments against those who, 
like al-Qushayri, promote the use of mu sic for sp iritual purposes (sa md'). In 
the couı·se of the sixth argument, the Damascene mufti unexpectedly ad
dressed the question of the origins of the military music of the Egypto-Syrian 

Textes traduits de l'arabe, introduits et annotes (Beirut: Albouraq, "~crits spirituels 

d'Ibn Taymiyya, 2", 1426/2005) 

6. See Y. MICHOT, AHMAD AL-RüMt AL-AQHISAR.t. Against Smoking. An Ottoman 

Manifesto. Introductiori, Editio Princeps and Translation. Foreword by Molıammad 

A. NADWI (Oxford: Interface Publications - Markfi.eld;Kube Publishing, 1431/2010) 

7. IBN TAYMIYYA, al-lstiqama, ed. M. R. SALIM, 2 vols. (Riyadlı: Dar al-Fadila li-1-

Nashr wa 1-Tawzt' - Beirut: Dar Ibn Hazm li-1-Tiba'a wa 1-Naslır wa 1-Tawzi', 
1420/2000), vol. I, p. 322-331 (sigle I). On the date the book was written, see M. R. 

Silim's introduction to his edition, p. 6. On its content, see Y. MICHOT, Ibn Taymi

yya's Commentary on the Creed of aı~Hallaj, inA. SHIHADEH (ed.), Sufism and The

ology (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007}, p. 123-136; p. 124 
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sultanate - the Mamlfık equivalent of the Ottoman mehter. One thing lead
ing to another, it is in relation to this surprising topic and other practices of . 
the M arnluk elite that Ibn Taymiyya then writes very interesting things ab out 
the "way of the Ancients" (salaf). The ideas he expresses in al~Istiqama will 
thereafter be explored further by looking at several other texts - in relation, 
notably, to recent political developments in the Muslim world. Rather than 
summarizing or paraphrasing Ibn Taymiyya's wıitings, I will as much as 
possible let him speak first, and then offer same comments.8 

· ı. "These beatings ( daqdaqa) and · these trumpets (buq) that resemble 
. the shof~rs of the Jews and the bells of the Nazarenes were not known in the 
time of the well-guided caliphs, nar of the emirs of the Muslims who 
[reigned] after them. It is only, I think, a novelty introduced by one of the 

kings of the East (mashriq), from amongst the people of Persia. They have 
indeed introduced ( ahdatha) many novelties in the matter of the emirate and 
fighting, and these have spread through the earth as their kingdam ex
panded; so far so that the young is educated in the idea that things have al

ways been that way and that the old man falling into decrepitude thinks 
likewise. They know nothing else but that. Moreover, they object the oppo
site to be said by anyone. Same people are even of the opinion that it is a 
novelty introduced (ihdath) by 'Uthman b. 'Affan. The matter is nevertheless 

not so. On the contrary, this was not practiced commorıly by the caliphs and 
the emirs posterior to 'Uthman, Gad be satisfied with him."9 

Modem historians might differ with Ibn Taymiyya about the exact 
origins of the military music of the Mamlılks.10 One should however remem-

8. I have published·a complete French translation of the pages of al-IstiR,ama exam

ined here in my Tertes spirituels d'Ibn Taymiyya (Nouvelle seri e). XII. Salafisme vrai 

et nouveautes mamlt1kes, on www.muslimphilosophy.com (December 2011), p. 1-6 

9.JBN TAYMIYYA, Istiqama, vol. I, p. 325 

10. On these origins, see H. G. FARMER, Encyclopaedia of Islam II, art. Tabl Khana. 

Some high-ranking Mamlt1k emirs "were entitled to have a band playing (tablkhana) 

in front of their houses. According to the sources, the tablkhana consisted of a group 

of musical instruments, including many drums and some trumpets (abwaq), and 

fli.ıtes (zumur) of various tim b res and playing in a specific style. Every evening, fol-
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her that his inenmination of the Persians in this cancem is less dictated by 
histarical research than by religious conviction; in this case, it is some Pro

phetic hadiilis that serve as his guide: 

2. "In the community appeared what the Prophet, God bless him and 
grant him peace, had informed· us about by saying: 'You will surely adopt the 
modes of action of the comrnunities that preceded you, inch by inch, cubit 
by cubit.' - 'The Persians and the Rumis?'11 they said. He asnwered: . 'Who 
else would it be if it was not them?'12 He also said, in this other hadith: 'You 

will travel the paths (sun na) of those who preceded you as the feathers of an 
arrow correspond to each other; so far so that," if they entered into a lizard's 
hole, you would enter it also.'- 'O Messenger of God, the Jews and the Naza
renes?'13 they said. He answered: 'Who else would it be?' Each of these two 

hadiilis are in the Sahih. He informed us thereby that there would be in the 
community people seeking to resemble the Jews and the Nazarenes, just as 

lowing the evening prayer, the instruments would be played [ ... ] The tablkhana 

accompanied the tulbs of the sultan or the amirs in wars and expeditions with the 

aim of heartening the troops and striking terror into the hearts of the en~my" (D. 

AYALON, Studies on the Structure of the Mamluk Ar.ı:ny. II, in Bulletin of the School 

of Oriental and African Studies, 15/3 (London, 1953), p. 448-476; p. 469-470) 

For Ibn Khaldun, "the Muslims refrained from beating drums and blowing trumpets 

at the beginning of Islam. They wanted to avoid the coarseness of royal authority 

and do without royal customs. They also despised pomp, which has nothing wh~t
ever to do with the truth. The caliphate then came to be royal authority, and the 

Muslims learned to esteem the splendour and luxury of this world. Persian and By

zantines clients, subjects of the preceding (pre-Islaı:nic) dynasties, rnixed with them 

and showed them their ways of ostentation and luxury" (IBN KHALOÜN, The Mu

qaddirnah. An Introduction to History. Translated and Introduced by F. ROSEN

TIIAL Abridged and edited by N. J. DAWOOD. With a new introduction by Bruce B. 

LAWRENCE (Princeton - Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2005), p. 215 

1 1. I. e. the Byzantines 

12. See IBN HANBAL, Musnad (Biilaq ed., vol. II, p. 325) 

13. See AL-BUI<HARI, Sahlh, Anbiya' (Bulaq ed., vol. IV, p. 169} ; MUSLIM, Sahlh, 'Ilm 
. (Constantinople ed., vol. Vill, p. 57) 
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there would be therein people seeking to resemble the Perstans and the 
Rum1s."14 · 

For Ibn Taymiyya, the influence exerted by non-Arabs on Muslims 
was so great that it caused among tJ;ıeir military the apparition of a number 
of other novelties than martial music. He writesafter passage 2: 

3. "This is why the emblematic practices (sha'ira) of the non-Arabs- . 

the Persians and others- appeared among the emblematic practices of the 
military (jund) and the fighters of this countıy; and this, evenin the clothing, 

the fighting operations, and the names given to the emiral offices. This is for 
instance the case with the terms constı·ucted with the suffix -dar, just as our 
miütaıy say rikab-dar, tisht-dar, and jan-dar.15 This -dar, in the language of 
the Persians, has the meaning of'master' (sahib) and 'guardian' (hafiz)."16 

After üsting and explaining the Persianate titles of more than a dozen 
of Mamluk dignitaries, from the "guardian of the mounts" (rikabdar) to the 
"master ofhospitality" (mihmandar),17 Ibn Taymiyya concludes: 

4. 'The novelties intı·oduced (muhdath) in the fields of the emirate, 

kingship and fighting are very numerous but this is not the place to speak 
about them."18 

. For Ibn Taymiyya, novelties are not innovations (bid'a) as he res.eıves 

this latter term for changes in the creed and the canonic practices of Islam. 
He nevertheless wıites, just before passage ı, that "the Sunna, when fighting, 
was to lower the voice," i.e. not to shout and, a fortiori, not to accompany 
jihad with ID:usic. This being so, what kind of religious position should one 

14. I.BN TAYMIYY A, Istiqarna, vol. I, p. 325 
ıs. jandar: khandar I 
16. IBN TAY,MIYYA, Istiqama, vol. I, p. 326 
17. Ibn Taymiyya's list of emiral offi~es should be of great interest to the historians 
of Mamliik institutions. It is more complete than the list given by Abii 1-Fida' and 
predates al-Qalqashandi's by more than a century; see Y. MICHOT, Te>..ies spirituels 
N.S. XII 
18. IBN TAYMIYYA, Istiqama, vol. I, p. 328 
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a.dopt vis-a-vis rnartial rnusic and other such novelties? Can they be con
doned or should they be condemned? 

The Shaykh al-Islam's answer to such questions is introduced by are
alistic assessment of the diversity of human circumstances and a pragmatic 
reminder co n ceming the finality of the prophetic call: 

5. "Most human affairs include these three types of things: com
manded things, prohibited things, and permitted things. What is obligatory, 
it is comrnanding what God comrnands, prohibiting what Gad prohibits, and 
allowing what God permits. However, when an individual or a group do not 
perform something comrnanded except by also comrnitting something for
bidden and more important than that, or19 do not abandan something for
bidden except by alsa abandaning something comrnanded20 and more im
portant than that, the truth is that nothing was cornrna~ded by God in a 
manner necessarily entailing that something preponderantly forbidden also 
occur; just as nothing was forbidden by Gad in a manner necessarily entail
ing to abandon21 something preponderantly commanded.22 Cornrnanding 
the proper and forbidding the reprehensible, this is what the Messengers 
have been sent out for, the purpose being the pursuit of benefidal things and 
bringing them to their perfection (tahsil al-masalih wa takmflu-ha), as well 
as the neutralization of factors of corruption and their diminution (ta'til al
mafô.sid wa taqlilu-hô.), as far as possible."23 

For Ibn Taymiyya, this world' s reality is nev~r black and white but al
wô.n, multicoloured, multifaceted like a stormy sea, and navigating between . 
its sharp reefs is always a dangerous, uneasy exercise requiring continuous 
atteı:ıtion, weighting of pros and cons, pandering of aims and ef:fects rela-

19. la tatruku mahziiran +: aw I 

20. illa bi-tar k ma'miiran: la tatruku ma'muran illa [li-mahziir] I 

21. tark: [wuqu'] I 

22. The text of the three first lines of p. 330 is manifestly corrupt and the emenda

tions between square brackets made by ~e editer do not improve the situation. 

Those suggested here are inspired by the Taymiyyan text concernirıg the same topic 

translated in Y. MICHOT, IBN TAYMNYA, Against Extremisms, p. 264-266. 

23. IBN TAYMIYYA, lstiqama, vol. I, p. 329-330. 
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tively to each other, in order to make the right choices: lesser evils and 
greater goods. Moreover, humans are weak, inconstant, and mostly ignorant 
The Prophet himself had to take this situation into account and did not ex

pect from the believers anything that was impossible to ac}?.ieve. Those want- . 
ing to guide the Muslims on his path should therefore be extremelycautious 
not to take any uı:ıconsidered, irresponsible, absolute, measures. Ibn Taymi
yya could indeed not come with a stronger, more explicit, statement: even 
commanding the proper and forbidding the reprehensible may sametimes be 
inappropriate: 

6. "When coinmanding the proper and forbidding the reprehensible 
necessarily entails more corruption (jasad) than what it encompasses of 
goodness (salah), it is not Lawful (lam yakun mashru'an). The imams of the 
Sunna have detested one to take part in the fighting during the dissensions 
that many of the adepts of caprices ~ause24 by commanding25 tlıe proper and 
forbidding the reprehensible; this, when commanding the proper and for
bidiling the reprehensible necessarily entails dissensions producing a more 
serious corruption than there would come from abstaining from doing so .. 
The lesser of two corruptions shall indeed not be repelled by means of the 

· highest one. One shall rather repel the highest of the two by bearing the 
lesser one, as the Prophet said, God bless him and grant him peace: 'Shall I 
not info rm you of something mo re eminent than the degree of fasting, pray
ing, giving a.Ims, commanding the proper and forbidding the reprehensible?' 
- 'Oh yes, o Messenger of God,' the Companions said. - 'To re-establish 
good relations (islah dhat al-bayn),' he said. 'Have conupted relations and 
ther~ comes the woman who shaves! I do not say that she shaves the hair but, 
rather, that she shaves the religion.'"26 

24. yusabbibu-ha : yusarnmi-ha I 
25. bi-1-amr : al-amr I 

26. IBN TAYMIYYA, Istiqama, vol. I, p. 330. The meaning of this shaving of the relig

ion is that nothing remains of it. On this hadith, see ABü DA'OD, Sunan, Adab (ed. 

M. M. D 'ABD AL-HAMID, vol. IV, p. 280, no 4919); AL-TIRMIDH1, Sunan, Qiyama 

(ed. 'A. R. M. 'U1HMAN, vol. IV, p. 73, no 2627); lBN HANBAL, Musnad (BCılaq ed., 

vol. VI, p. 444-445) 
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This passage 6 confirms Ibn Taymiyya's total awareness of the risks 

always inherent to the issuing of religious opinions. Coming back to the 

question of Mamlük military music, he nevertheless firmly disagrees with 

those who see some preponderant benefit therein and reaffirms his indefect

ible attachment to the "way of the Ancients (salaj)" on this, and other, points: 

7. "Som~ might be of the opinion that there is a preponderant benefit 
(mas/aha rajiha) in these sonorities newly introduced in the matter of jihad. 

It is nevertheless in holding to w hat is proper that the preponderant interest 

resides, just as is the case with the sonorities of the remembrance (dhikr) of 

God. The early vanguard of Islam and those who followed themin benefi
cence were indeed more eminent than the later Muslims, in eve~g: the 

prayer and what is of its genus - the remembrance and the invocation of 

God, reciting the Qur'fm and llstening to it, ete. - , the jihad, the emirate and 

what is attached thereto - the various types of policies (siyasat), the chastis

ments and the procedures canceming the payment of sums of money and 

their spending. The way of the And en ts is indeed mo re perfect in everything 

(fa-inna tariq al-sa/af akma/ fi kull shay'). The Muslim shall nevertheless 

implement thereof what he is capable of (wa lakin yafa/ al-muslim min 
dhdlika ma yaqdiru 'alay-hi)"27 

The short sentence ending this passage 7 is. as irnportant as the profes

sion of Salafism preceding it and should in fact never be separated from it 

since it qualifi~s what effectively constitutes true Salafism for Ibn Taymiyya: 

a faithfulness to the way of the Ancients both absolute (fi kul/ shay') and 

mercifully conscious of man's incapacity; in other words, an idealism both 

unconditional and tempered by rec,tlity. To justify his position, he could have 
quoted the verse of the Qur'an, al-~sr - CIII, 2 "Indeed man is ata loss." He 

chooses another ver~e and ad ds a Prophetic tradition: 

8. "God Most High said (Q. ai-Taghiibun - lxiv, 16): 'Fear God as 

much as you can!' The Prophet, God bless him and grant him peace also 

27. lBN TAYMfYYA, Istiqama, vol. 1, p. 331 
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said: 'When I cornmand something to you, execute thereof what you can!'28 

And there is neither power nor might except by God."29 

It is worth exploring further the theological ratianale beb.ind the mer
ciful and pragmatic realism with which Ibn Taymiyya concludes his exami
nation of the problem of Maroluk military music and other novelties and 

. . 
which characteıizes his Salafism. A few points only will be higb.lighted.here. 

Somehow, disobeying is less serious than innovating. As Ibn Taymiyya 
writes it, 

9. "Innovation is mo re loved by Iblis than disobedience. S omeone dis
obeying indeed knows that he is disobeying and repents. As for the innova
tor, he reckons that what he does is o beying and he does not repent."30 

Christianity appears to the Damascene mufti as a religion of perpetual 
innovation in which the revealed norms are replaced, generatian after gen
eration, council after council, by new, man-made, innovated rules which the 
Church, or some of the Churches, then impose. Because of this normative 
evolution, practices that were scripturally forbidden yesterday become ac
cepted today and not considered sins anymore. Evolutions are notunknown 
in Islamic societies but they result from a different deep logic. When they 
actually take place, it is not (in Sunni Islam) because of the involvement of 
s ome central derical authority imposing them but because a cansensus of the 
community develops that does not in fact see them as innovations. But if 
such evolutions indeed come to be judged, in the cornmunity, as unfaithful 

to the revealed and prophetic sources, they have no chance to last. The 
Qur'an and Sunna keep their exclusive autb.oritativeness and are never to be 

replaced by any innovation. Although the scıi.ptural norm thus remains the 
Norm, first and final, it is of course diso9eyed in innumerable circumstailces. 
As human beings and societies indigent of the mercy of the Lord, we indeed 

28. See AL-BUI<HARİ, Sahih, I'tisam (Bfılaq ed., vol. IX, p. 94-95); MUSLIM, Sahih, 

Hajj (Constantinople ed., vol. IV, p. 102) 

29. lBN TAYMIYYA, Istiqama, vol. I, p. 331 

30. IBN TAYMIYYA, Majmfı' al-fatawa, ed. 'A. R. b. M. IBN QASIM, 37 vols. (Rabat: 
Maletabat al-Ma'arif, 1401/1981.- King Khalid edition. Sigle F), vol. XI, p. 633 
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continuously disobey the commands and prohibitions of His religion. In 
doing so, we nevertheless remain aware that we are doing nothing better 
than sinning and are always invited to repent. In other words, we are not 
questioning God's rule by associating with Him human religious or ethical 
authorities. Despite not usually ~ving at the level of commitment required by 
this tawhtd al-hukm wa l-amr, we reroain convinced that it is the only ideal 

· worth striving for. in order to go from darkness to the light. There will always 
be a gap between w hat we should do and w hat we effectively com e up with. It 
creates a dynamic tension towards a better world w hi ch is at the heart of Ibn 
Tayroiyya's understanding oflslam .. As expected with him, this understand
ing of the religion is once more a via media between two extremes - in this 
case two opposite ways of approaching human sinning: one by normalizing 
sins through innovated rules and thus reducing the divine commands and 
prohibitions to nothing, the other by denying the forgivable nature of sins 
and thus seeing nothing else than God's commands and prohibitions, with

out a~e?tion for His mercy. 

God's mercy is indeed, for Ibn Tayrniyya, a fundamental principle. 
·Firstly, as explicitly stated in the Qur'aruc verse al-Baqara- ü, 286, which he 
quotes in several occasions, "God does not burden a soul except with that 
which it is capable of carrying." Moreover, the Shaykh al-Islam insists more 
than o nce on the following: 

10. "Every man who makes an error is not on that account alone an 
unbeliever, nor a pervert (jiısiq). To the contrary, God has absolved the er
rors and forgetfulness of this comınunity. Thus the Exalted has said in His 
Bo ok, in the invocation of the Messenger, God pray over him and grant him 
peace, and of the believers: 'Our Lord, do not h old us strictly to account if we 
forget or err!'31 And it is established in the Sahih32 that God has said: 'I have 
done so."'33 

31. Q. al-Baqara- ü, 286. 

32. See MUSLIM, Sahih, lman (Constantinople ed., vol. I, p. 81) 

33. IBN TAY M !YY A, Majmfı' al-fatawa, vol. III, p. 420 
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Directly related to this tolerant approach of Muslims' deficiencies is 

the q.utiousness, to say the least, which Ibn Taymiyya expresses in the fal

lawing passage vis-a-vis anathematizing other Muslims: 

ı ı. "It is not permissible to call a Muslim 'unbeliever' (takfir ), not for a 

sin which he has committed, nar for anything about which he was in error, 

such as the questions about which the people of the Qibla dispute [ ... ] For 

none of these factions is it permissible to call the other 'unbeliever.', nor to 

judge their blood and property lawful, e:ven when there is in this faction a 

proven innovation (bid'a muhaqqaqa). How thus, a fortiori, will things be if 

the faction calliiıg the other 'unbeliever' is itself innovating? It may be that 

the innovation of the latter people is grosser (ghaltz), just as it may be that 

the innovation of the former people is so. The most likely thing, however, is 

that all of them are ignorant of the truths about which they differ!"34 

In oppositioİı to those who unconditionally resort to takfir and to other 

practitioners of automatic condemnations, Ibn Taymiyya insists not only 

upon the divine mercy, but alsa upon the primacy of faith, circumspection 

and the Shari'a ıules in the matter of issuing anathemas, the need to take ac

count of circumstances, and the imperative requirement that the one accused 

have had same Islamic upbringing. Even the Ancients (salaj), he writes, 

sametimes had disagreements, questions or doubts about so me topics! 

12. "The fundamental principle to follow in this subject is that, about 

spoken word s that are expressive of unbelief vis-a-vis the Bo ok, the Tradition 

(sunna) and the cansensus (ijma'), one will say in absolute manner that they 

are words of unbelief, as demonstrated by the proofs of Legal nature. Faith is 

indeed among the statuses (hukm) fixed by Gad and His Messenger. It is not 

sameiliing of which people will judge according to their opinibns and ca
pıices! For any individual making such statements one must however not 

judge that.he is an unbeliever until the conditio.ns for accusing sameone of 

unbelief (takfir) have been established for him, and until the reasons forbid

ding doing so have been reduced to nothing. Sameone may say for e~arople 
that wİne or usury are lawful on account of his adlıerence to Islam being re-

34. lBNTAYMIYYA, Majmt1' al-fatawa, vol. III, p. 282-283. 
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cent. or because he grew up in remote steppes, or because of his having heard 
so me sayings that he disputes and of which he has not believed that they co me 
from the Qur'an, nor that they are hadiths of God's Messenger, God pray over 
him and grant him peace. So too certain among the Ancients (salaj) disputed 
certain things until it was established to their eyes that the Prophet, God pray 
over him and grant him peace, had said them. Similarly, the Companions 
had doubts about things like the seeing of God, ete., until the moment when 
they questioned God's Messenger, God pray over him and grant him peace, 

about these subjects."35 

For Ibn Taymiyya, how could an ulema show less mercy than God to 
the Muslims of his time? As a mufti, he is indeed well aware of the state of 
the society he·Uves in, with many of its people, including rulers like the llk
hans of :Persia or the Mamluks of Egypt and Syria, often bom in the steppes 
of Central Asia or elsewhere, far away from the traditional centres of Islamic 
scholarship, and recently converted to Islam. The golden age of Medina is 

long gone and the people he has in view appea~ to him less close to the Com
panions ôf the Prophet and to the two generations of believers who followed 
them than to the latter-day Muslims portı:ayed in the hadith, mostly ignorant 
but nevertheless forgiven by God. It could be added that these people are also 

quite similar to us ... 

13. "Many people may be growing up. in places and times in which 
many of the s.ciences of prophethood have fa~ed (indarasa), so much so that 
nobody remains there any more who rnight communicate that, of the Book 
and the. Wisdom, with which God sent His Messenger. Not much is known 
any longer of that with which Go d sent His Messenger and there is no-one 
there who could communicate that. People finding themselves in a situation 
like that shall not be accused of unbelief. That is why there was agreement of 
the imams on the fact that someone who has grown up in the steppe, far 
from the people of knowledge and faith, who has only recently converted to 
Islam and contests one or other ofthese outward (zahir) prescriptions reçur
rent in the canorucal sources, shall not to accused of unbelief until he has 

35. IBN TAYMIYYA, Majroii' al-fatawa, vol. XXXV, p. 165 
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knowledge of that with whjch the Messenger came. That is why there is in the 
hadith:36 'A time will co me u po n men when they will know neither prayer nor 
alins-tax, nor fasting nor pilgrimage any more, unless it is a very elderly man 
or a very aged old woman. "We would overhear," someone will say, "our fa
thers in the midst of saying 'No god but God'." It was said to Hudhayfa: "To 
say 'No god but .God' will not be of any use to them37 if they do not know 
either prayer or alms-tax or fasting38 or pilgrimage!" He said:39 "That will 
save them from the Fire.'"~~~ 

. . 
These texts 9 to 13, like many others that could also be quoted, cer-

tainly offer another image of the Damascene Shaykh al-Islam than the bi
ased, caricatural, judgements stili circulating too often about his personality 
and ideas. Hence the following question: two or three years after the Arab 
Spring offered the opportunity to so-called modern Salafi movements to 
come to power here and there in the Muslim world, do Ibn Taymiyya's 
works remain pertinent to shed light on the ups and downs of the new socie
tal alchemy initiated, to understand what sametimes went wrong, and to 
improve things in the coming years? Somehow, I would argue, yes. 

On the one hand, it is of course true that, during the Arab Spring, the 
old demons of military dictatorship, anarchy or poverty did not die every
where as quickly and definitively as had been hoped for by many.41 On the 
other hand, it seems impossible not to consider that, despite the best inten
tions animating them, some of the democratically elected religious govem
ments bom of the Arab Spıing - and even the Turkish AKP - have sorne
times been going too fast in the re-routing of their countries on the path of 

36. See lBN MAJA, Sunan, Fitan (M. F. 'ABD AL-BAQI ed., vol. ll, p. 1344-1345, no. 
4049) 

37. fa-qila li-Hudhayfa ma yughni 'an-hum qawlla ilaha illa Allah+: Allah F (bom.) 

38. wa la sawm + : zakalı F 

39. - : wa la sawm F 

40. lBN T AYMIYY A, MajmCı' al-fatawa, vol. Xl, p. 407-408 

41. Toprevent any misunderstanding, let it be said clearly here that, in my opinion, 

democracy does not need to be protected by military coups and that the regimes 

born of such coups are illegitimate, be it in Egypt or anywhere else. 
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God (fi sabil Allah), with the consequence that a more or less im portant part 
of the populations affected drew back and opposed the societal evolution 
orchestrated by. them. Or, at least, such are the thoughts suggested by a 
number of passages from Ibn Taymiyya's Calleetion of Fatwas (Majmu' al
fatawa) and The Way of the Prophetic Tradition (Minhdj al-sunnat al
nabawiyya). When Muslim societies have been systematically cut from their 
past, westernized by force, culturally muzzled, secularized a la française and 
structurally de-traditionalized by more than a century of colonization an~ 
decades of dictatorial independence, it is useless to imagine possible to "re
İslamize" them in an instant. The identity trouble is too deep, the societal 
trauma too serious to attempt anything else than a patient, subtle and very 
slow therapy, gently, little by little. It is therefore also useless to dream of re
establishing a new golden age of the Medinian type by double doses of com
roanding gO'od and forbidding evil. But let us allow Ibn Taymiyya to explain 
himself how to operate in such times of religious· lukewarmness, when the 
effects of the prophetic message have nearly totally faded and old people 
barely remember that their forefathers were saying La ilaha il/d Lfa h. 

' 
14. "It is proper for the scholar (alim) to ponder (tadabbur) these 

· various kinds of ·questions. In so me of them [ ... ] what is obligatoıy is to 
show leniency (afw) regarding the commanding and prohibiting of certain 
things, not to declare lawfal (tahlil) what is proİıibited nor to forsake (isqat) 
what is obligatory. For example, there may ensue from a scholar's command
ing an act of obedience, the doing of an act of disobedience greater than it: he 
therefore abandons commanding it in order to repulse the occun·ence of that 
act of disobedience [ ... ] For example, he abandons bringing a sinner before 
an unjust holder of power who, in chastising him, would be in enmity to the 
sinner more gravely harmful than his sin. Another example: by prohibiting 
some reprehensible· thing (munkar), he might leave undone something 
proper (ma'ruj) of far greater usefulness than ~e abandoniİlent of this rep
rehensible things. He keeps quiet therefore rather than prohibiting it, for fear 
that prohibiting it necessarily entails abandoning something that God and 
His Messenger have commanded, something that in his eyes is more impor-
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tant than the simple abandonment of that reprehensible thirig"42 
- MarolUk 

martial music for example. 

Ponderation (tadabbur) and leniency ('afw)! And realizing that pro
ceeding intelligently and mercifully does not automatically entail abandan
ing the commanding of good and forbidding of evil, i.e. replacing the divine 
norm, the religion, with some innovated rules, but just going for the lesser 
evi! and the greatest good in complex situations! In some cases, it will even 
be obligatory for the authorities, religious or civil, to keep silent rather than 
to command and forbid. Before anything else, they should also learn how to 
communicate: 

15. "So the scholar sametimes commands and sametimes prohibits, 
sametimes he authorizes and sametimes he remains silent rather than com
manding, prohibiting or authorizing-,-authorizing, for example, a sheer or 
preponderant virtue, or prohibiting a sheer or preponderant coiTuption. 
And, in case ofincompatibility oftwo things, he will [ ... ] make the prepon

derant thing preponderant, according to what is possible. But if the one to 
whom command and prohibition are addressed does not, whether on ac
count of his ignorance or on account of his injustice, even hold to w hat the 
one addressing these things to him judges it possible to say to him, and it is 
not possible to put an end to his ignorance and injustice, the best (aslah) is 
perhaps to abandan the attempt and to abstain from addressing commands 
and prohibitions to him. Thus it has been said that, among the questions that 
come up, there aresome for which the appropriate answer is to remain si
lent, as the tegislator (shari) was silentat the outset, rather than command
ing certaiıi things and prohibiting others, which situation continued until the 
time when Islam had the upper hand and triumphed. 

So it goes similarly for what concems expounding (bayan) and com
municating (balagh): the scholar shall delay the exposition and communica
tion of certain things until the moment when he has the possibility (waqt al

tamakkun) of doing so, just as God, Glorified is He, delayed the sending 
down of certain verses and the exposition of certain judgements (hukm) un til 

42. IBN '(AYMIYYA, Majmu' al-fatawa, vol. XX, p. 58 
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the Messenger of God, God pray over him and grant him abundant peace, 
had the possibility of expounding them. What makes the situation really 
clear on this point is that God said: 'W e do not torment with a chastisement 
until we have sent a Messenger' (Q. al-Isrd - xvii, 15). The divine argument 

(hujja) against the servants rests on only two things. It has by way of condi
tions only that they have the possibility to have knowledge of w hat Go d has 
sent down as revelation and that they are able to implement it. Whoever is 
unable to know- like the madman-or is unable to act, neither command 

nor prohibition is imposed on him. When there is an inteıruption in the 
knowledge of a part of the religion or there is incapacity to implement a part 
of it, this situation, for the one who is incapable of knowing or implementing 
this part of w hat it says, is !ike the situation of s omeone who is cut off from 
the knowledge of the whole religion or incapable of implementing it in its 
entiretylike the madman, for example. Such are times of religious lukewarm
ness (awqcU al-fatardt). When sameone then comes along who, among the 
ulemas, or the emirs, or the whole of their two orders, takes the religion in 

hand, his exposition of that with which the Messenger came is done little by 
little (shay'an fa-shay'an), on the pattern of the exposition that the Messen
ger did of that with whic~ he was sent, little by little (shay'an fa-shay'an). W e 
know that the Messenger only communicates w hat it is possible to. know and 
to implement, and the Law did not come all at once (wa lam ta'ti al-sharı'a 
jumlatan). Thus it is said: 'If you want to 'be obeyed, command w hat people 
are capable of."'43 

The M essenger sametimes kept silent... Go d Himseli delayed so me 
revelations un til the appropriate moment ... The religion was not established 

in one day but "li tt le by li tt le", ·shay'an fa-shay'an ... And those w ere golden 
days, not an era of religious tepidity and civilizational madness !ike ours. 
Rather than promoting Islainic revolutions or rushing in changing legal sys
temsin place to impose the Shari'a, what E. Sivan's so-called "Father of the 
Islamic Revolution" would recommend, as far as we can assume on the basis 
of the texts presented here, would be to prepare the ground until the right 
moment and to proceed progressively, veıy cautiously. This would notably 

43. IBN TAYMIYYA, Majmfı' al-fatawa, vol. XX, p. 58-60 
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require to build a true partnership between the people and their leaders. For 

him, ~ere is indeed no effective authority without its acceptance by those 

over whom it is supposed to be exercised. Rejecting all forms of autocracy, 

Ibn Taymiyya underlines the necessity of a veritable assodation (musharaka) 

between government and the governed. Just so he emphasizes that no imam 

can daim to lead a congregational prayer or the Friday prayer if nobody is 

actually there to pray with him. 

16. "The imam is the associate (sharik) of the people in respect of mat

ters of general interest ( al-masalih al- 'amma). On his own, he is indeed not 

capable of accomplishing them unless he and they associate for that. Thus, it 

is not possible for him to execute the penalties (hadd), nor to recover peo

ple's rights, nor to honour them, nor to lead the jihad against an enemy

unless the people help him. Indeed, it is not even possible for him to lead the 

Friday prayer or the congregational prayer if they do not pray with him. 

Moreover, it is not possible that they do what he commands them if not with 

their forçe and their will. Since therefore they are his assodates (musharik) in 

respect of action and power (qudra), he will not isoiate himself fromthemin 

these concerns. The same goes for knowledge and opinion: he must not iso
Iate himselffrom themin respect ofknowledge and opinion; rather, he must, 

canceming these, associate himself with them. He will therefore be helping 

them, and they will be helping him. Just as his power is deficient unless they 

are helping him, so his knowledge is deficient unless they are helping him."44 

Reformists of our time wishing to renew Islam and to revive the Sunna 
should in fact, according to Ibn Taymiyya, show towards today's Muslim 

societies the same tolerance, patience, leniency, that one is supposed to have 

with new converts or repentants. This is indeed how the Prophet himself 

acted: 

17. "Similarly, the renewer (mujaddid) of G9d's religion and reviver 

(muhyt) of the Prophet's Sunna only communicates what it is possible to 

44. IBN TAYMIYYA, Minhaj al-sunnat al-nabawiyya fi naqd kalarn al-Shi'at al-qada

riyya, ed. M. R. SALIM, 9 vols. (Cairo: Maktabat Ibn Tayrniyya, 1409/1989), vol. VI, p. 

409-410 . 
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know and implement. So also it is not possible that he who enters Islam 
should see himself inculcated, at the moment that he en ters it, with the who le 

of its prescriptions and commanded to implement them all. Similarly again, 
for the one who repents of his sins, the one who instructs himself, the one 

who seeks to be guided by others,. it is not possible to communicate to theni 
at the outset all the corİımandments of the religion, nor to evoke before them 
the whole of the knowledge to be acquired. Indeed, they would not be able to 
bear it. Now, as they would not bear it, in this situation it would not be 
something obligatory for them. And as this would not be something obliga
tory, it would not be for either the scholar or the emir to make the whole 
obligatory from the outset Rather, one shall with leniency abstain from 
commanding and prohibiting things that it would not be possible for them to 
know and implement, until the time when that becomes possible, just as the 
Messenger showed leniency in regard to what he showed leniency in regard 
to, until the time when he expounded it. To act] in this way shall not signify 
approving prohibited things, nor abandaning commanding the obligatory 
things. Obligation and prohibition are indeed conditional on the possibility 
of knowledge and action. Now, we have hypothesized that this condition was 
not achieved. Ponder.this fundamental principle! It is useful."45 

As for the protection of freedoms, there is a remarkable text in wP.ich 
the Damascene Shaykh al-Islam stı:ips the authorities of any special ideologi
cal power in fa,vour, instead, of "the community of Muhammad asa whole". 
And if this community is marked by diverse opinions, the authorities must 
not only accept this pluralism but protect it: 

18. "It is·not for a magistrate to judge that such-and-such a matter has 

been commanded by God's Messenger, God pray over him and grant him 
peace, nor that such-and-such aİı. action is an act of obedience or devotion, 
or is not an act of obedience and devotion, nor that making a joumey to 
mosques, tom bs, and the· tom b of the Prophet, is Legally preseribed or is not 
Legally prescribed. It is not at all for the magistrates to intervene in these 
matters except the way other Muslims intervene in them. Far rather, it is for 

45. InN T AYMIYY A, Majmu' al-fatawa, vol. XX, p. 60 
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the community (jami' um ma) of Mu hammad as a who le, Go d pray over lıirJı 
and grant him peace, to speak of this, whoever has s ome knowledge s peaking 
accörding to the knowledge he has."46 

19. "When the mufô, the soldier (jundf), and the common man 
('am mi) speak of a matter in expression of their ijtihad - through ijtihad or 

through taqlfd - . aiming thereby to follow the Messenger, according to their 
level of knowledge, they do not merit punishment - there is a consensus of 
the Muslim s on that-, even if it is the case that they are committing an error, 
moreover an error about whose being an error there is a consensus! If they 
say 'W e have spoken the truth!' and justify it with Legal proofs, it is not for 
any magistrate (hakim) to force them simply to accept what he says, nor to 
judge that what he says is the Truth, and not what they say. Rather, it is the 
Book·and the Sunna that shall judge between him and them."47 

An empowerment of individual consciences with pure intentions goes 
hand in hand with Ibn Taymiyya's magisterial empowerment of the commu

nity and doctrinal disempowerment of its govemants. When there is no can
sensus of the community and no decision can be derived from the Qur'an 
and the Sunna, Muslims must be allowed to hold to their opinions, each of 

them worshipping God according to his ijtihad, and no magistrate can force 
anyon~ to accept the sayings of another. And, Ibn Taymiyya explicitly states, 
this respect for the diversity of opinions within the community was the way 
the Ancients (salaj) acted: 

20. "That abqut which the Muslims are in agreement is a truth with 
which the Messenger came (ma ittafaqa 'alay-hi l-muslimün fa-huwa haqqun 

ja'a bi-hi l-rasCıl). There will indeed not be consensual agreement of his 

community, to God the praise is due, on something constituting a going
astray, just as he, God pray over him and grant him peace, informed us in 
saying: 'Go d has preserved you, by the tongue of your Prophet, from reach

ing a consensus o~ something constituting a going-astray.'48 What they dis-

46.lBN TAYMIYYA, MajmCı' al-fatawa, vol. XXXV, p. 382 

47. lBNTAYMIYYA, Majmii' al-fatawa, vol. XXXV, p. 379 
48. See ABO DA'OO, Sunan, Fitan ('Abd al-Hamld ed., vol. IV, p. 98, no. 4253). 
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pute about they defer to the Book and the Sunna, just as the Exalted has said: 
'O you who believe, obey God, obey the Messenger and those among you 
who hold the command. If you dispute over a matter, defer it to God and the 
Messenger, if you believe in God and the last Day. That will be best and the 
best interpretation' (Q. al-Nisa'- .iv, 59). 

It is thus that the Ancients (salaj) acted. One of them could have a 
hadith that he had heard or a signification that he had understood while 
these were hidden from another. This other was nevertheless equally re

warded for his ijtihad, and on him there was not at all any burden of sin in 
respect of what remained hidden from him after his ijtihad. Thus it is re
ported in the two Sahfhs about the Prophet, God pray over him and grant 
him peace, that he said: 'When the magistrate (hakim) do~s ijtihad and gets it 
right, there are two rewards for him. If he ge ts it wrong, there is one reward 
for him.'49 If four persons pray in four different directions, the sky being 
covered with clouds and each of them orienting his prayer in expressian of 
his ijtihad, each of them has obeyed God, Powerful and Majestic is He, and is 

acquitted of the obligation of that prayer. A single one of them however has 
hit upon the directian of the Ka'ba and for him there are two rewards."50 

Be it ab out the questioi:ı of the orthodoxy of Mamlfık martial music or 
ab out those of the modalities of Islamic renewal an~ protection of ideological 
diversity within the community, Ibn Taymiyya's Salafism displays the same. 
qi.ıalities. of moderation, pragmatism, open-mindedness and mercy. By being 
both faithful to the revealed and prophetic nonns, as paradigmatically im- . 

plemen~ed by the Ancients, and merciful towards the later Muslims, their 
weaknesses and .their deficiencies, as well as sympathetic to their often teau
matic drcumstances, it combines idealism and realism into an Islamic hu
manism most attractive in today's world. And God knows better. 

49. See AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, l'tisam (Bülaq ed., vol. IX, p. 108); MUSLIM, Sahih, 

Aqdiya (Constantinople ed., vol. V, p. 131) 

SO. IBNTAYMIYYA, Majmıi' al-fatawa, vol. XXVII, p. 3_73 
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